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Tata Power puts on hold plan to shut Mundra Ultra Mega Power Project till March 20 

https://navjeevanexpress.com/tata-power-puts-on-hold-plan-to-shut-mundra-ultra-mega-power-project-till-march-20/ 

  
 

Tata Power Company Limited (TPCL) on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 megawatts Mundra ultra mega 

power project on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass-through of higher coal prices, a 

company release said. 

Earlier, Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd. (GCPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms 

of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that it will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if 

the tariff is not increased. 

Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for the closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 due to 

delay in the adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into a supplemental power purchase 

agreement. 

Intervening in the issue union power secretary SN Sahai convened a meeting of all concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 

2020. 

In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, There were certain legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the 

PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to examine upon. 

The company further said, It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within the next 10 days to 

arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20. 

Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL 

awaits a decision by March 20 and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue, it added. 

In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission to decide on changes to PPAs. The 

apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the 

three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported coal. Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power 

plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain regulations which increased the price of imported dry 

fuel. Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the PPA signed with the discoms by the CGPL. Tata 

Power has been pursuing its case of pass-through of higher coal prices. 
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Tata Power to wait till March 20 to decide Mundra power plant shutdown 
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Coastal Gujarat Power (CGPL), the Tata Power arm that runs the Mundra ultra-mega power plant, has power purchase agreements 

(PPAs) with Gujarat, Maharashtra, Haryana, Rajasthan and Punjab. Hoping to find a resolution on its troubled Mundra power plant 

with the intervention of the Union power ministry, Tata Power on Wednesday said that it will wait till March 20 before taking a final 

call on shutting down the 4,150 MW unit. FE was the first to report that Tata Power would gradually start to shut down generating 

units at its beleaguered imported coal-based power plant in Mundra from March 11, as indecision on tariff revision by the states it 

supplies power to continues to pile up under recoveries for the company.Coastal Gujarat Power (CGPL), the Tata Power arm that 

runs the Mundra ultra-mega power plant, has power purchase agreements (PPAs) with Gujarat, Maharashtra, Haryana, Rajasthan 

and Punjab. Apart from Gujarat, none of the states has approved tariff hikes for electricity procured from the power plant to 

compensate for abnormal rise in Indonesian coal prices, from where the company sources the fuel.A meeting with the states was 

held on March 9 on this issue under the chairmanship of power secretary Sanjiv Nandan Sahai. Certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon, Tata Power said in a statement. The Union power secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 10 days so 

as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20, the company added.The estimated revised rate  seen be around Rs 

3/unit, up from Rs 2.7/unit  is significantly lower than the average tariff range of Rs 3.5-4/unit at which these states buy thermal 

power. The Mundra unit was losing Rs 0.32 for every unit of electricity produced in Q3FY20, and reported a loss of Rs 160 crore in 

the quarter. The company has been hoping for a resolution on this issue after a meeting with the states, arranged by the Union 

power ministry.Get live Stock Prices from BSE and NSE and latest NAV, portfolio of Mutual Funds, calculate your tax by Income Tax 

Calculator, know markets Top Gainers, Top Losers &amp; Best Equity Funds. Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. 
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More Hoping to find a resolution on its troubled Mundra power plant with the intervention of the Union power ministry, Tata Power on 

Wednesday said that it will wait till March 20 before taking a final call on shutting down the 4,150 MW unit. FE was the first to report 

that Tata Power would gradually start to shut down generating units at its beleaguered imported coal-based power plant in Mundra 

from March 11, as indecision on tariff revision by the states it supplies power to continues to pile up under recoveries for the 

company.Coastal Gujarat Power (CGPL), the Tata Power arm that runs the Mundra ultra-mega power plant, has power purchase 

agreements (PPAs) with Gujarat, Maharashtra, Haryana, Rajasthan and Punjab. Apart from Gujarat, none of the states has 

approved tariff hikes for electricity procured from the power plant to compensate for abnormal rise in Indonesian coal prices, from 

where the company sources the fuel.A meeting with the states was held on March 9 on this issue under the chairmanship of power 

secretary Sanjiv Nandan Sahai. "Certain legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and 

subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to examine upon," Tata Power said in a statement. "The Union 

power secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 

20," the company added.The estimated revised rate-seen be around Rs 3/unit, up from Rs 2.7/unit-is significantly lower than the 

average tariff range of Rs 3.5-4/unit at which these states buy thermal power. The Mundra unit was losing Rs 0.32 for every unit of 

electricity produced in Q3FY20, and reported a loss of Rs 160 crore in the quarter. The company has been hoping for a resolution on 

this issue after a meeting with the states, arranged by the Union power ministry. 
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Tata Power Shuts Mundra Ultra Mega Power Project Till March 20 
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Tata Power Company Ltd. on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 megawatt Mundra ultra mega power project 

on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass-through of higher coal prices. Earlier, Tata 

Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd. which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, 

Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that it will stop supplying power from the plant from Feb. 29 if the tariff is not 

increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for the closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 

11 due to delay in the adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into a supplemental power purchase 

agreement.Intervening the in issue the union power secretary SN Sahai convened at a meeting of all concerned parties on the issue 

on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, There were certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon.The company further said, It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 

10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20.Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent 

expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits a decision by March 20 and till such time normal operations 

of the Mundra plant will continue, it added.In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory 

Commission to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its decision 

on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported coal.Mundra 

UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain regulation which 

increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the PPA signed with 

the discosm by the CGPL.Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass-through of higher coal prices.The company in its statement 

said, The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider an appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on the outcome of 

these meetings.We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid closure of the 

plant.The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to Punjab, and 380 MW each to 

Rajasthan as well as Haryana.Mar 11, 2020 Mar 11, 2020 Mar 10, 2020 Mar 11, 2020 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 
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New Delhi, Mar 11 () Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power 

project (UMPP) on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal 

prices.Earlier, Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to 

discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from 

February 29 if tariff is not increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant 

progressively from March 11 due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into 

supplemental power purchase agreement (PPA).Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting 

of all concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, "There were certain 

legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all 

parties have agreed to examine upon."The company further said, "It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene 

another meeting within next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20."Given the positive discussions 

in this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and 

till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue."In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central 

Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, 

eight weeks to submit its decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the 

higher cost of imported coal.Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after 

Indonesia changed certain regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at 

the agreed tariff as per the PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL.Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass through of 

higher coal prices.The company in its statement said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on 

the notice of closure based on the outcome of these meetings."We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant 

in the next few weeks to avoid closure of the plant."The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to 

Maharashtra, 475 MW to Punjab, and 380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana. KKS ANSANS 
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Tata Power delays shut down of Mundra Power plants, normal ops till Mar 20 
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Company to await Ministry decision expected by March 20, 2020 Private power producer Tata Power on Wednesday said it will run 

normal operations at its Mundra Power plants upto March 20, 2020. The company had last week announced a March 11, 2020, 

deadline to shut down operations at Mundra owing to a lack of compensatory tariff."Further to the notices issued by 4000 MW 

Coastal Gujarat Power (CGPL) for closure of the Mundra Power plant progressively from March 11, 2020, to the five procurer states 

due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement, a meeting was convened by Union Power Secretary on 9th March 2020," the company said on Wednesday.Mundra 

supplies power to Haryana, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra and Punjab.The statement added,"Given the positive discussions in 

this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by March 20, 2020, 

and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue." The company maintained the notice issued to discoms still 

stands valid.Tata Power said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure 

based on the outcome of these meetings." 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 
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Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power project (UMPP) on hold ti ll 

March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices.Earlier, Tata Power arm 

Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, 

Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if tariff is not 

increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 

due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement (PPA).Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the 

issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, "There were certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon."The company further said, "It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within 

next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20."Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the 

intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal 

operations of the Mundra plant will continue."The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its decision 

on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported coal.Mundra 

UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain regulation which 

increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the PPA signed with 

the discosm by the CGPL.Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass through of higher coal prices.The company in its statement 

said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on the outcome of 

these meetings."We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid closure of the 

plant."The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to Punjab, and 380 MW each to 

Rajasthan as well as Haryana.(This story has not been edited by Business Standard staff and is auto-generated from a syndicated 

feed.) 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 
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Tata Power has put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000MW Mundra ultra mega power project (UMPP) on hold till March 20, 

2020 in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices. Earlier, Tata Powers arm 

Coastal Gujarat Power (CGPL) which operates 4,000MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, 

Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that it will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if tariff is not increased. 

Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 due to 

delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase agreement 

(PPA).Tata Power Company is Indias largest integrated power company with a growing international presence. 
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Tata Power hopeful of resolution for Mundra power plant in next few weeks 
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Tata Power stock has been under pressure on the back of Mundra power plant issue. The management earlier had indicated that if 

they do not find a resolution by March 10, then they would have to shut down the power plant. However, on Wednesday, the 

management suggested that normal operations would continue at Mundra power plant till March 20, this after a meeting was held 

with the Union Power Secretary on March 9.The meeting was attended by the 5 procurers of the plant. There were positive 

comments discussed and hence the management is hopeful of a resolution in the next few weeks, reports CNBC-TV18.The Union 

Power Secretary is expected to hold another meeting in the coming days where a positive resolution is expected.Mundra power plant 

is very important for Tata Power. It has accumulated losses of around Rs 11,000 crore and so, in the near term it would be positive if 

the plant was shut down because the losses would go away. However, the entire loss of the company would continue and would 

have to be written down and that is a worrying point for the street. 
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Mumbai: Tata Power today in a note said, it will continue normal operations of the Mundra power plant till 20th March as acceptable 

solution is awaited after positive discussions. Tata Power in its statement said: Further to the notices issued by 4000 MW Coastal 

Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) for closure of the Mundra Power plant progressively from 11th March to the five procurer States due to 

delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental PPA, a meeting was convened 

by Union Power Secretary on 9th March 2020. The meeting was attended by all the five States Energy Secretaries/officials and the 

contours of an acceptable solution was discussed.There were certain legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in 

light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to examine upon. It was agreed that the 

Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before 

20th March.Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, 

CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue. The notices still remain 

valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on the outcome of these meetings.We are 

reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid closure of the plant. 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/business/931034-tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-20 

  
Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power project (UMPP) on hold ti ll 

March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices. Earlier, Tata Power arm 

Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, 

Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if tariff is not 

increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 

due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement (PPA). Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the 

issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, "There were certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequentSupreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon."The company further said,"It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 

10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20. "Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the 

intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and til l such time normal 

operations of the Mundra plant will continue." In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its 

decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported 

coal. Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain 

regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the 

PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL. Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass through of higher coal prices.The 

company in its statement said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure 

based on the outcome of these meetings."We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few 

weeks to avoid closure of the plant."The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to 

Punjab, and 380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana..(This story has not been edited by Devdiscourse staff and is auto-

generated from a syndicated feed.)Download The Devdiscourse News App for Latest News. 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.energyinfrapost.com/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-20/ 

  
Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power project (UMPP) on hold till 

March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices. Earlier, Tata Power arm 

Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, 

Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if tariff is not 

increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 

due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement (PPA).Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the 

issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, There were certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon.The company further said, It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 

10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20.Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent 

expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal operations 

of the Mundra plant will continue.In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its decision on 

changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported coal.Mundra 

UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain regulation which 

increased the price of imported dry fuel. 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.eqmagpro.com/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-20/ 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/power/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-

20/74574639 

  
Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 

2020 NEW DELHI: Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power project 

(UMPP) on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices.Earlier, 

Tata Power arm CoastalGujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of 

Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if 

tariff is not increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from 

March 11 due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement (PPA).Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the 

issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, "There were certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon."The company further said, "It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within 

next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20."Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the 

intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal 

operations of the Mundra plant will continue."In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its 

decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported 

coal.Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain 

regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the 

PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL.Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass through of higher coal prices.The company 

in its statement said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on 

the outcome of these meetings."We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid 

closure of the plant."The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to Punjab, and 

380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana.Follow and connect with us on 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-20-5021861.html 

  
Earlier, Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms 

of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if 

tariff is not increased. Tata Powertoday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000MW Mundra ultra mega power project (UMPP) 

on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices.Earlier, Tata 

Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, 

Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if tariff is not 

increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 

due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement (PPA).CloseIntervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties 

on the issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on March 11, the company said, "There were certain legal and contractual 

issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon."The company further said, "It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within 

next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20.""Given the positive discussions in this meeting and 

the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal 

operations of the Mundra plant will continue."In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its 

decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported 

coal.Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain 

regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the 

PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL.Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass through of higher coal prices.The company 

in its statement said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on 

the outcome of these meetings."We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid 

closure of the plant."The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805MW to Gujarat, 760MW to Maharashtra, 475MW to Punjab, and 

380MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana.Time to show-off your poker skills and win Rs.25 lakhs with no investment. Register 

Now! 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.outlookindia.com/newsscroll/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shutdown-till-march-20/1757817 

  
New Delhi, Mar 11 (PTI) Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power 

project (UMPP) on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices. 

Earlier, Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms 

of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if 

tariff is not increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from 

March 11 due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement (PPA).Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the 

issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, "There were certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon."The company further said, "It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within 

next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20."Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the 

intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal 

operations of the Mundra plant will continue."In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its 

decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported 

coal.Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain 

regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the 

PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL.Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass through of higher coal prices.The company 

in its statement said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on 

the outcome of these meetings."We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid 

closure of the plant."The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to Punjab, and 

380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana. PTI KKS ANS ANSDisclaimer :- This story has not been edited by Outlook staff and 

is auto-generated from news agency feeds. Source: PTI 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-

20/articleshow/74574409.cms 

  
Earlier, Tata Power's Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) arm - which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant - had served notices to 

discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from 

February 29 if tariff is not increased.  Earlier, Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra 

plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying 

power from the plant from February 29 if tariff is not increased. Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for 

closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation 

and entering into supplemental power purchase agreement (PPA). Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai 

convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 2020. In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company 

said, "There were certain legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent 

Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to examine upon." The company further said, "It was agreed that the Union 

Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 

20. "Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL 

awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue." In October 2018, the Supreme 

Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs. The apex court had given 

the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based 

power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported coal. Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of 

higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel. Thereafter it was 

not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL. Tata Power has been pursing 

its case of pass through of higher coal prices. The company in its statement said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will 

consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on the outcome of these meetings. "We are reasonably confident of 

arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid closure of the plant." The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 

1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to Punjab, and 380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana. 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-20/1894749/ 

  
In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to 

PPAs. Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power project (UMPP) on 

hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass through of higher coal prices. Earlier, Tata Power 

arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, 

Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that its will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if tariff is not 

increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 

due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase 

agreement (PPA). Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the 

issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, There were certain legal and contractual issues 

discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to 

examine upon. The company further said, It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 

10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20. Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the 

intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal 

operations of the Mundra plant will continue.In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs. The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its 

decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported 

coal. Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain 

regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel. Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the 

PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL.Tata Power has been pursing its case of pass through of higher coal prices. The 

company in its statement said, The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure 

based on the outcome of these meetings. We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few 

weeks to avoid closure of the plant. The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujarat, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to 

Punjab, and 380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana.Get live Stock Prices from BSE and NSE and latest NAV, portfolio of 

Mutual Funds, calculate your tax by Income Tax Calculator, know markets Top Gainers, Top Losers &amp; Best Equity Funds. Like 

us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. 
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Tata Power puts off plans to shut down Mundra plant till March 20 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/companies/tata-power-puts-off-plans-to-shut-down-mundra-plant-till-march-

20/article31041643.ece 

  
Centre assures amicable solution by March 20Tata Power said that it has put off plans to shut down the 4000 MW Mundra Power 

until March 20 after assurances were given by the Centre. Earlier, Tata Power had said it would gradually start shutting down the 

power plant from March 11 if it was not allowed to increase tariffs as per the High Powered Committee recommendations.The plant 

supplies power to Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab, and Maharashtra. These States have so far refused to increase tariffs. 

Following the threat by Tata Power arm  Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000MW Mundra plant  a meeting was 

convened by the Union Power Secretary on March 9. The meeting was attended by all the five States Energy Secretaries/officials 

and the contours of an acceptable solution were discussed.There were certain legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to 

the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to examine upon. It was agreed 

that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within the next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on 

or before March 20, Tata Power said in a statement.Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent expressed by all 

parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits a decision by March 20 and till such time normal operations of the Mundra 

plant will continue. The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider an appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on 

the outcome of these meetings, it added.The backgroundIn February 2006, Tata Power had won a bid for the project, quoting a price 

of 2.26 per unit of electricity generated. The project was to run on coal imported from Indonesia, but in 2010, the Indonesian 

government decreed that coal exports could be done only at prices linked to international rates. Tatas plea for higher tariff was 

rejected by the Supreme Court.As a consequence, the Mundra project became, according to Tata Power, unviable. But a three-

member higher-power panel formed by the Gujarat government recommended passing the burden of high coal price to discoms. In 

October 2018, the Supreme Court directed the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to 

PPAs.While the Mundra plant has been running in losses every year, Tata Power reported net profit of 245.64 crore in Q3FY20, 

rising nearly 12 per cent from the 219.79 crore reported in the previous year, buoyed by lower operation losses at its Mundra 

plant.On Wednesday, Tata Power said that it was reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few 

weeks and avoid its closure. 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2020/mar/11/tata-power-holds-mundra-umpp-shut-down-till-march-20-

2115304.html 

  
Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 

2020. NEW DELHI: Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power project 

(UMPP) on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass-through of higher coal prices.Earlier, 

Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of 

Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that it will stop supplying power from the plant from February 29 if the 

tariff is not increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the discoms for the closure of the Mundra plant progressively 

from March 11 due to delay in the adoption of the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into a supplemental 

power purchase agreement (PPA).Intervening the in issue the union power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all 

concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on Wednesday, the company said, "There were certain legal 

and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties 

have agreed to examine upon." The company further said, "It was agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another 

meeting within next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the same on or before March 20."Given the positive discussions in this 

meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and t ill such 

time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue." In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity 

Regulatory Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to 

submit its decision on changes in PPAs that were signed by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of 

imported coal.Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed 

certain regulation which increased the price of imported dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as 

per the PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL. Tata Power has been pursuing its case of pass-through of higher coal prices.The 

company in its statement said, "The notices still remain valid and CGPL will consider an appropriate decision on the notice of closure 

based on the outcome of these meetings."We are reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few 

weeks to avoid closure of the plant." The CGPL has inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujara, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to 

Punjab, and 380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as Haryana. 
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Tata Power delays shut down of Mundra Power plants, normal ops till Mar 20 Poll 

https://smartinvestor.business-standard.com/market/Compnews-629997-Compnewsdet-

Tata_Power_delays_shut_down_of_Mundra_Power_plants_normal_ops_till_Mar_20.htm 

  
Private power producer Tata Power on Wednesday said it will run normal operations at its Mundra Power plants upto March 20, 

2020. The company had last week announced a March 11, 2020, deadline to shut down operations at Mundra owing to a lack of 

compensatory tariff. "Further to the notices issued by 4000 MW Coastal Gujarat Power (CGPL) for closure of the Mundra Power 

plant progressively from March 11, 2020, to the five procurer states due to delay in adoption of the High Powered Committee 

recommendation and entering into supplemental power purchase agreement, a meeting was convened by Union Power Secretary 

on 9th March 2020," the company said on Wednesday.Mundra supplies power to Haryana, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra and 

Punjab.The statement added,"Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an 

acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by March 20, 2020, and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will 

continue." The company maintained the notice issued to discoms still stands valid.Tata Power said, "The notices still remain valid 

and CGPL will consider appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on the outcome of these meetings." 
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Punjab: Tata Power defers shutdown of Mundra Power project 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ludhiana/punjab-tata-power-defers-shutdown-of-mundra-power-

project/articleshow/74581068.cms 

  
PATIALA: Still hopeful that all five consumer states including Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Maharastra will agree to a 

revision of the power tariff by making amendments to the existing long term power purchase agreement (PPA), Tata Power has 

decided to defer the shutting down of it 4000 MW Mundra Power until March 20.In a statement, the Tata Power stated the decision 

has been taken after a high-level meeting convened by the Union power secretary on March 9 in which top officials of all five states 

participated during which it was decided to reconvene another meeting within the next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the 

same on or before March 20The power generator had earlier stated that it would gradually start shutting down the power plant from 

March 11 in case the consumer states refused to let a 50p a unit hike in the existing tariff of Rs 2.91 a unit in view of the increased 

cost ofIndonesian coal.In a statement issued on Wednesday, Tata Power maintained that an acceptable solution was in site and 

therefore the shutting down of the plant has been deferred till March 20 and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will 

continue.The power generator, which had served a notice to all consumers states to snap power if the tariff was not revised, 

maintains that the notices still remain valid and Coastal Gujarat Power Limited (CGPL) a subsidiary of Tata Power, which owns the 

Mundra Ultra Mega Power Plant, will consider an appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on the outcome of March 

20.So far, while Gurjrat has agreed to hike the tariff, but the other consumer states are yet to take a final decision. Punjabs top 

officials overseeing the developments have put on record that state was not inclined to renegotiating the pricing agreed upon in the 

power purchase agreement (PPA). The Punjab government is already under fire from various quarters, both within and outside the 

government, over the rising cost of power. 
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Tata Power holds Mundra UMPP shut-down till March 20 

https://www.ucnews.in/news/Tata-Power-holds-Mundra-UMPP-shutdown-till-March-20/3389259230174003.html 

  
For representational purposes (File | Reuters) NEW DELHI: Tata Power on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 

4,000 MW Mundra ultra mega power project (UMPP) on hold till March 20, in expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties 

over pass-through of higher coal prices.Earlier, Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat Power Ltd (CGPL) which operates 4,000 MW 

Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and Maharashtra stating that it will stop 

supplying power from the plant from February 29 if the tariff is not increased.Subsequently, the CGPL had served notices to the 

discoms for the closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 due to delay in the adoption of the High Powered 

Committee recommendation and entering into a supplemental power purchase agreement (PPA).Intervening the in issue the union 

power secretary S N Sahai convened at meeting of all concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement issued on 

Wednesday, the company said, "There were certain legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of the 

earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to examine upon." The company further said, "It was 

agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the 

same on or before March 20."Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an 

acceptable solution, CGPL awaits decision by 20th March and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue." In 

October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) to decide on changes to 

PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its decision on changes in PPAs that were signed 

by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported coal.Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based 

power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain regulation which increased the price of imported 

dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL. Tata 

Power has been pursuing its case of pass-through of higher coal prices.The company in its statement said, "The notices still remain 

valid and CGPL will consider an appropriate decision on the notice of closure based on the outcome of these meetings."We are 

reasonably confident of arriving at a solution for Mundra Plant in the next few weeks to avoid closure of the plant." The CGPL has 

inked PPAs to supply 1,805 MW to Gujara, 760 MW to Maharashtra, 475 MW to Punjab, and 380 MW each to Rajasthan as well as 

Haryana. 
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Tata Power Shuts Mundra Ultra Mega Power Project Till March 20 

https://in.finance.yahoo.com/news/tata-power-shuts-mundra-ultra-131034438.html 

  
on Wednesday put its decision to shut operations at its 4,000 megawatt Mundra ultra mega power project on hold till March 20, in 

expectation of an acceptable solution for all parties over pass-through of higher coal prices. Earlier, Tata Power arm Coastal Gujarat 

Power Ltd. which operates 4,000 MW Mundra plant had served notices to discoms of Gujarat, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab and 

Maharashtra stating that it will stop supplying power from the plant from Feb. 29 if the tariff is not increased.Subsequently, the CGPL 

had served notices to the discoms for the closure of the Mundra plant progressively from March 11 due to delay in the adoption of 

the High Powered Committee recommendation and entering into a supplemental power purchase agreement.Intervening the in issue 

the union power secretary SN Sahai convened at a meeting of all concerned parties on the issue on March 9, 2020.In a statement 

issued on Wednesday, the company said, There were certain legal and contractual issues discussed pertaining to the PPA in light of 

the earlier and subsequent Supreme Court orders, which all parties have agreed to examine upon.The company further said, It was 

agreed that the Union Power Secretary will re-convene another meeting within next 10 days so as to arrive at a decision on the 

same on or before March 20.Given the positive discussions in this meeting and the intent expressed by all parties to arrive at an 

acceptable solution, CGPL awaits a decision by March 20 and till such time normal operations of the Mundra plant will continue, it 

added.In October 2018, the Supreme Court had directed the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission to decide on changes to 

PPAs.The apex court had given the power regulator CERC, eight weeks to submit its decision on changes in PPAs that were signed 

by the three Gujarat-based power producers to reflect the higher cost of imported coal.Mundra UMPP is an imported coal-based 

power plant. The issue of higher coal cropped up after Indonesia changed certain regulation which increased the price of imported 

dry fuel.Thereafter it was not viable to supply power at the agreed tariff as per the PPA signed with the discosm by the CGPL.Tata 

Power has been pursing its case of pass-through of higher coal prices. 
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